!• Introduction• There has recently been considerable interest
shown by some harmonic analysts in the question of which topological spaces have enough structure so that a convolution on the corresponding space of all finite regular Borel measures can be defined. Dunkl [3] , Jewett [5] and Spector [10] have all addressed this question and they have given axioms which are essentially the same. Jewett calls these objects convos while Dunkl and Spector refer to them as hypergroups. We shall use the latter terminology but we adopt Jewett's axioms. For a survey of the subject, the interested reader is referred to Ross [8] .
This article will be primarily concerned with compact nonabelian hypergroups. In a subsequent paper we will consider lacunarity on compact hypergroups. Throughout this paper K will denote a hypergroup and M{K) the space of finite regular Borel measures on K. In §2 the representation theory of (locally) compact hypergroups is studied. If K~ denotes the set of equivalence classes of continuous irreducible representations of K then it is shown that K~ separates points of K. If K is compact then the elements of K~ are finitedimensional and an analogue of the Peter-Weyl theorem is obtained. It is also shown that Trig (K) is uniformly dense in the space C(K) of continuous functions on K. §3 contains basic results regarding the Fourier-Stieltjes transform on M(K). It is also shown that if will consist of unitary representations precisely when K is a group. The Fourier-Stieltjes series of a regular Borel measure is defined in §4 and the space A(K) of L\K) functions with absolutely convergent Fourier series is considered. It is shown that A(K) is the linear span of the positive-definite functions on K and can be written as L\K)*U(K) (throughout this paper * will refer to the convolution 240 RICHARD C. VREM on M(K)). Finally, we prove A{K) is a regular Banach algebra under convolution and provide an example to show A{K) need not be a Banach algebra under pointwise operations. The notation used is that of Jewett [5] except δ x denotes the point mass at x 9 x -»αΓ is the involution on K and I A the indicator function of A. For each representation U in K~, Hu is the corresponding Hubert space and if U is finite-dimensional d υ is the dimension of U. If K admits a Haar measure it will be written m and if K is compact then m is assumed to be suitably normalized.
Finally, the author wishes to thank K. A. Ross for his many helpful suggestions and criticisms. 2* Representation theory. We first assume K is an arbitrary locally compact hypergroup. Following Jewett [5, 11.3] we define a representation of I as a non norm-increasing ^-representation of the Banach *-algebra M{K). The representation will be called continuous if it is weak operator continuous on M + (K) with the cone topology. For notational convenience, we write U x for U δχ where x e K. We now give a fundamental example. EXAMPLE 2.1. Suppose if is a locally compact hypergroup admitting a Haar measure m and let H = L 2 (ra). Jewett [5, 6.2] shows that the left regular representation T of K on H is a faithful representation of K. We show that T separates the points of K. If a, b e K with a Φ b then there exist disjoint relatively compact neighborhoods N 17 N 2 of cΓ and V respectively. By [5, 3.2 D] 
It is easily shown that T(ζ, λ) is a bounded linear operator on H and that Γ(ζ, λ) commutes with each U μ , μ e M(K). Thus T(ζ, λ) is scalar, say Γ(ζ, λ) = α(ζ, λ)J. By [5, 7 .2A] m = mT so that α(ζ, a (V> £)<ίt λ > an( * hence α(ζ, λ) = c<ζ, λ>~ for some constant c. It follows that
\ (U x ζ,
If we let ξ = ζ = 57 = λ == β where ||/S|| = 1 then But the continuous function a? -> | {U x β, /3>| 2 has value 1 at β so c is positive.
Let {ζj?=i be an orthonormal set in H. Let ζ = λ = ζ fe , 1 <: & <^ w and ξ = 57 = αr in equation (1) . Using (1) Thus Tis a bounded *-homomorphism. Suppose ξ e H and 2\(£) = 0 for all v e M a (K) and let
Since H ξ is a closed T-invariant subspace of H we have H ξ = {0} or H $ = H. Using the fact that M a is an ideal of M(K) and our hypothesis that T ξέ 0 one can show iϊ ? ^ £Γ. The irreducibity of T then forces ξ = 0 and [5, 11.5A] gives the existence of a unique representation U oί K such that Z7 y = Γ, for all veM a (K) .
To show C7 is irreducible, it suffices to show T is irreducible. If X is a closed T-invariant subspace of Proof. Suppose U= V and {ζ,}^ is a fixed orthogonal basis for Ήίjj. Using equation (1) Proof. Let T denote the regular representation of K on L\K). By [5, 7 .2C] L\K) is the direct sum of its minimal closed ideals and each of these minimal closed ideals is finite-dimensional. Let μ be in M(K) and let {t a } be a bounded nonnegative approximate unit as in Lemma 2.8. If I is a minimal closed ideal of L\K) with fel, then μ*feL\K) and hence t a *(μ*f)->μ*f in L\K). Since I is closed, we have μ*f el, i.e., I is Γ-invariant. Hence T\I is a finite-dimensional representation of K which can be written as a direct sum of continuous irreducible subrepresentations, say L\K) = ®{H β :βeA}.
Write T\H β^ T β and d(β) for the dimensional basis for H β . Suppose / e L\K) and </, g) = 0 for all g e Trig (JSΓ). Since T β eK~ for each βeA we have
Since {^:/3 6i, 1 <: i ^ d(/S)} is a basis for I/ 2 (ίΓ) we have f*h = 0 for all heL\K).
In particular, /*ί α = 0 for all a and hence / = 0. The following generalization of the Peter-Weyl theorem for compact groups was known to Spector [10, II. 1.3] (compare with [4, 27.40] Proof. Let {k w } be the approximate unit described in 2.8. Let ψ w sz k w *k w .
The proof now proceeds as in the group case [4, 28.53] (note that this proof does require Corollary 2.10).
The next theorem answers a question of Dunkl [3, 3.7] . THEOREM 
Trig (if) is uniformly dense in C(K).

Proof, Suppose feC(K).
By Lemma 2.12 there exists a left approximate unit {t a } £ Trig + (K) for L\K). If heL\K) and feC(K) it is easy to see that \\h*f\\ u ^ ||/|| ||Λ||χ Thus C(K) is a left I/(jK>module. By Lemma 2,11 t a -> δ β in the weak-* topology and hence ί α */->δ e */ = / uniformly [5, 4.2F] . Thus U{K)*C(K) is dense in C(K). By the Cohen Factorization theorem [4, 32.22] there exist heL\K), geC(K) so that / = h*g. Now and ί α */eTrig(i0 so Trig (K) is uniformly dense in C(K). REMARKS 
JK JK
So if teK and ζ,ΎjeH π then using [5, 5 .ID] and Fubini's theorem repeatedly we have
Since U is irreducible we have h(z) U h is scalar for all z e K. Since h Φ 0, U h is scalar, say U h = al. Using equation (1) and [5, 5.ID] . 3* Fourier transform* The development and notation in this section follows closely that found in Chapter 28 of [4] . We continue to assume K is a compact hypergroup. The *-algebra 11^** B(H σ ) will be denoted by ξ?(K~); scalar multiplication, addition, multiplication and the adjoint of an element are defined coordinatewise. Let E = (E σ ) be an element of gf (iT). For 1 ^ p < oo we define = ( Σ k σ \\E σ \\' φ y 9 and The norms HΊI^ are the operator norms of [4, D. 37, D. 36(e) ] and the notation g{(iθ, &<*>(K~) and gf 0 (iO is as in [4, 28.24] . 
. For each μ 6 M(K) the mapping μ -> μ~ is a non norm-increasing ""-isomorphism of the algebra M{K) into the algebra
Proof. Since U e K" it is immediate that the map is a *-homomorphism and that ||/Γ|L ^ \\μ\\. If U μ = 0 for all UeίC" then 1 % fc ώμ = 0 for all coordinate functions % fc . Thus the continuity of the^map / -> ί /d/i and 2.13 imply [ fdμ = 0 for all / 6 C(JBΓ) so that μ = 0. Proof. Use Corollary 2.10.
The next theorem and its corollaries show that the notation of unitary representation is appropriate for a compact hypergroup precisely when the hypergroup is in fact a group. Also, these results generalize [3, 2.2] and [8, 3.1] . THEOREM 
Let K be a compact hypergroup, UeK~ and T a weak operator closed subgroup of the unitary operators on H π . Then S -{x e K: U x e T) is a closed subhypergroup of K.
Proof. Clearly e e S and S" = S. We need only show S*S £ S. we call Σσe** k σ tτ (A π U) the Fourier series of /. If fe L\K), ff*Σiueκ*kutr (AuU) with Σnτeκ» k σ \\ Au\\ φi < co we say / has an absolutely convergent Fourier series. For / e A{K) we define Proof. The proof here is similar to the group case [4, 34.5, 34.6, 34.7] .
We call a complex-valued function f on K positive-definite (p.d.) if / is continuous and 0 ^ Σ?=i Σ*=i to&if&i * χ 7) f or eac^ choice of complex numbers α* and elements ^ 6 K. We denote the set of p.d. functions by P(K). Proof. Clearly, we may assume ||£|| = 1. Now extend ξ to an orthonormal basis {ζ, } for H σ where ξ = ζ lβ It follows that (f^(U)ξ, ξ) = I u n fdm.
However, u n = fciί 2^* fcj/ 2 %n which implies
where the last inequality follows from [5, 11.1A, 11 .IB].
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The next theorem is instrumental in our characterization of A{K). The proof given here applies Mercer's theorem following a method of Krein [6] . Proof. [5, 11.1E] gives f(e) = \\f\\ u . Define J(x, y) = f(y~ * x) which is continuous by [5, 3.1A] , Now define the operator Ty. Finally, Lemma 4.3 shows that the series Σizejr^ fc^tr (/"(Z7)) converges absolutely.
Proof. Sufficiency follows from Lemma 4.4 and an argument found in [4, 34.10] . We assume feP (K) . Proof. Apply 4.8 and mimic the argument in [4, 34.15] . The next theorem establishes regularity for A(K); compare with [1, 2.9] and [4, 34.21] . Proof. Select a symmetric neighborhood W of e so that W*W*XQ K~ Y. Let / = mCTF)" 1^* I wmZ . Clearly / is in A(K) and it is not hard to show / has the desired properties. REMARKS 4.11. Since g^CO is Banach algebra [4, 28.32(v) ] it follows that A(K) is a regular Banach algebra with convolution as multiplication and || ||^as norm. However, in contrast to the group case [4, 34.18] , A(K) may not form a Banach algebra under pointwise operations. In fact, we give an example of a finite abelian hypergroup where A(K) fails to be a point wise Banach algebra. EXAMPLE 4.12. Let K = {e, a, b} and K~ -{1, X, ψ} be as in [5, 9.1C] . Since XeP(K) we have \\X\\ 9l = X(e) = 1 but 11%% = (666/612) >1, i.e., 11%% > ||%|| fl ||%|| 9l . The difficulty here is that the product of p.d. functions need not be p.d.
